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                 Please i want solution with complete solution for this assignment                Please i want solution with complete solution for this assignment

                1   Control and Automation   (Automation)  Project  Group No.  Studen t name  Student ID    2  Problem 1:  In a sorting cell of a manufacturing line, there are the following devices:  1- A Conveyor belt powered by a motor for moving the objects toward the storage  2- Two optic sensors to detect the object at the beginning and the end of the conveyor   3- A robot arm with a predefined program to move the parts from conveyor to the storage  4- Storage with a maximum capacity of four objects   The defined scenario for the mentioned system is as follows:  A- Conveyor starts moving when the object is placed in the position where sensor 1 is placed   B- Conveyor stops when the object reached the position where the sensor 2 is placed  C- The r obot will be switched on after 3 secon ds when the object is reached to the position where  the sensor 2 is placed  D- The mentioned procedure will be repeated until the storage capacity will be full   E- When the storage is full the conveyor will not be activated even if the part is placed in the posi tion  of sensor 1  You should:  I. Generate the PLC program (Ladder Diagram) to implement the mentioned scenario and make the  system automated.   II. Connecting the sensors and actuators based on the table below, to the corresponding PLC input and  output modules , by drawing the colourful lines (same as the drawn connection example in the picture)  Device s Tags  Sensor 1  I0.0  Sensor 2  I0.2  Conveyor Motor  Q0.1  Robot Arm  Q0.3 3  Hints:  1- You should use a timer for the required time delay for the robot to be switched on to take the  part from the conveyor and place it in the storage (Tag for Timer: T37 )  2- You should use a counter to count the number of the times in which the robot will be switched  on to take the part from the conveyor and place it in the storage . The counter capacity should be  4 as the storage has 4 empty sections (Tag for the Counter: C48 )  3- Assume the robot as a simple device which will be switched on and will be reset automatically after each pick and place   4- You should use latching and Unlatching the motor of the conveyor for switching on and off the conveyor  4  Problem 2:  In a n automatic water level control system we have the following devices :  1- Two , level detection sensors to detect the maximum and minimum level of water in a tank  2- A pump to fill the tank by water   3- A solenoid valve to drain the water   The defined scenario for the mentioned system is as follows:  A- Pump start filling the tank when the level is less than the minimum level (Below Sensor 2 )  B- The p ump will be shut down when the level reached to the maximum level ( Sensor 1 detection  range) and will remain deactivated until the water level is less than the minimum level (Below Sensor  2)  C- Solenoid valve will be activated when the level reached to the maximum level ( Sensor 1  detection range) and will remain activated until the water level is less than the mi nimum level (Below  Sensor 2) to drain the water   You should:  III. Generate the PLC program (Ladder Diagram) to implement the mentioned scenario and make the  system automated . You should use the following tags  Device s Tags  Sensor 1  I0. 1  Sensor 2  I0. 0  Pump  Q0. 2  Solenoid valve  Q0. 1   5  Hints:  A- You should use latching and Unlatching the pump for switching on and off   B- In minimum water level , both sensors are deactivated   C- In maximum level , both sensors are activated   D- Sensors are normally off, and they will be activated when they sense water            
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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